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Land Mobile Satellite Dual Polarized MIMO
Channel along Roadside Trees: Modeling and
Performance Evaluation
Michael Cheffena, Fernando Perez Fontan, Frederic Lacoste, Erwan Corbel, Henri-Jose Mametsa and Guillaume
Carrie

Abstract—We present a novel physical-statistical, generative
model for the land mobile satellite (LMS), dual polarized,
multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) channel along tree sided
roads. Said model is parameterized by means of a physical
model based on the Multiple Scattering Theory (MST) which
accounts for the signal attenuation and scattering by trees.
Moreover, Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) electromagnetic computations were performed to characterize the scattering pattern of an isolated tree, and to calculate the MIMO
shadowing correlation matrix required by the model, and not
provided by MST. This modeling framework also encompasses
the single-input-multiple-output (SIMO)/space diversity case. To
illustrate the capabilities of the developed model, time series
were generated and used in system performance calculations.
The obtained results give an insight into the advantages of
dual polarized MIMO and SIMO/space diversity techniques in
these very frequent scenarios, and may help service providers in
evaluating the technical feasibility of such systems.
Index Terms—LMS MIMO, diversity, signal fading, vegetation.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HE true broadcast nature of satellite-based mobile communication systems offers great advantages for delivering
multicast and broadcast services to both populated and isolated
areas. However, due to the high path loss, limited satellite
power, and other impairments, current land mobile satellite
(LMS) systems show lower capacities and availabilities than
those of terrestrial systems [1]. Their performance can be
increased using multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) techniques. To design such systems, a good understanding of the
propagation channel is required.
Signal propagation in the LMS channel is affected by
different propagation impairments, among which are signal
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attenuation and fading caused by vegetation. The signal attenuation due to vegetation depends on a range of factors such as
tree type, whether the trees are in-leaf or out-of-leaf, whether
the trees are dry or wet, the frequency band, the path length
through foliage, etc. [2]. A single-input-single-output (SISO),
roadside tree LMS channel model which takes into account the
signal fading caused by position-dependent tree scattered fields
and by swaying tree components due to wind was reported
in [3] and [4]. Fade mitigation techniques (FMTs) such as
MIMO might be used to counteract the signal fading caused
by vegetation. Availability of realistic channel time series and
detailed knowledge of their correlation properties are needed
for performing accurate simulations [5]. Several studies on
terrestrial MIMO systems can be found in the literature, while
studies on LMS MIMO are rather limited, among them are [1],
[6]–[9].
In this paper, we present a novel physical-statistical, generative channel model for the roadside tree, LMS, dual polarized
MIMO channel which includes as a special case the singleinput-multiple-output (SIMO) case. Figure 1 shows the considered propagation scenario where a mobile terminal receives
partially correlated co- and cross-polar, right and left hand
circular polarized (R/LHCP) tree scattered fields from both
sides of the road. The wanted model requires parameterization;
this is achieved by means of a physical model based on the
Multiple Scattering Theory (MST) [10]–[12]. This technique
is used to estimate the signal attenuation and scattering by a
single tree. MST assumes a uniform distribution of scatterers
in both azimuth [0, 2π) and elevation (0, π/2) [3], [4], [13].
This assumption makes it impossible to quantify spatial effects
such as the cross-correlation of the shadowing affecting the
direct signal reaching the receive antennas. To overcome this,
Finite-Difference Time-Domain (FDTD) electromagnetic computations were performed to accurately calculate the MIMO
shadowing correlation matrix. In addition, calculated tree
scattering patterns are also shown which coincide with results
obtained using MST.
To show the potential of the proposed physical-statistical,
generative model, examples of performance evaluation for
SISO, SIMO and MIMO configurations were carried out using
synthesized time series. The results give an insight into the
advantages of polarization MIMO and SIMO/space diversity
techniques, and may be used in assessing the technical feasibility of LMS systems in roadside tree scenarios.
The paper begins in Section II by presenting the FDTD
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TABLE I
MIMO SHADOWING CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS OBTAINED FROM
FDTD SIMULATIONS
R/R
L/L
R/L
L/R

Fig. 1. Propagation scenario for the LMS dual polarized MIMO: a mobile
terminal receives correlated co- and cross-polar (R/LHCP) tree attenuated and
scattered fields from both sides of the road.

electromagnetic computation results. Section III discusses the
basis of the proposed physical-statistical model which, in
general, is oriented toward a MIMO configuration but also
encompasses both the SISO and SIMO configurations. In this
section the MST based SISO channel model used for parameterizing direct signal attenuation and multipath is briefly
discussed. Then we discuss the SIMO case. Finally, we go on
to present the dual polarized, physical-statistical, generative
MIMO channel model. In Section IV we present examples
performance calculations using synthetic time series. Such
calculations include capacity and diversity studies. Finally, the
conclusions are given in Section V.
II. FDTD COMPUTATION
FDTD, Finite-Difference Time-Domain, is a numerical technique for solving electromagnetic problems where the computation space is divided into small cubic cells in which
the time-domain fields are solved using an explicit finitedifference update scheme. Using FDTD, accurate solutions of
the electromagnetic interaction with arbitrary-shaped objects
can be obtained [14]. In this section, the attenuation and
scattering characteristics of a tree are computed using an
FDTD tool. The attenuation time series are further used to
extract the correlation matrix of the shadowing effects in the
LMS dual polarized MIMO channel of interest.
The input to FDTD is a three dimensional cubically meshed
tree model having a dielectric constant of 28 [13] and conductivity of 0.02 S/m [15]. The dimensions of the tree in the x, y,
and z directions are 2.74 m, 2.64 m, and 3.17 m, respectively.
The FDTD computation space and the tree model used are
shown in Fig. 2. The computational volume is divided into
a scattering field region and a total field region (which also
includes the incident wave) by a virtual plane on which a
plane wave is incident into the total field region. The whole
region is surrounded by a perfectly matched layer (PML)
implementing the absorbing boundary conditions needed to
prevent false echoes from being produced at the boundaries
of the computational volume. A cell size of 1 cm was utilized
which resulted in a highest usable frequency of 3 GHz. The
number of cells in the x, y, and z directions were 373, 363,
and 417, respectively, which resulted in a total of 56,461,383
cells.

R/R

L/L

R/L

L/R

1
0.87
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1
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1
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Two scenarios were investigated: the far-field scattering
pattern and the total field in a straight line along the y-axis
behind the tree (see the dashed line in Fig. 2). Two runs
of the FDTD tool were performed, one with a vertical and
the other with a horizontal polarized incident wave. These
were then combined to yield circularly polarized signals. A
Gaussian pulse was used as the source field. A near-to-farfield transformation was performed to calculate the far-field
scattering pattern.
Figs. 3 and 4 show the normalized far-field scattering pattern
of the co- and cross-polar components of the RHCP and LHCP
signals at 2 GHz, respectively. The results are obtained by
rotating the observation point 360o around the tree as shown
in Fig. 2, where zero deg. represents the line-of-sight (LOS)
path between the satellite and the mobile terminal (through
the tree). We can observe that the scattering patterns of the
co-polar components have a forward lobe with an isotropic
background, the same as with MST, as reported in [3] and
[4], or the Radiative Energy Transfer, RET, as reported in [16].
Fig. 5 shows the total received field along a straight line
parallel to the y-axis behind the tree for the co- and crosspolar components of the RHCP and LHCP signals. The points
at the start (before 0 m) and at the end of the straight line
(after 2.64 m) are not blocked (LOS conditions) toward the
source while the rest are shadowed by the tree (the tree is
located between 0 to 2.64 m along y-axis). The fields along
the straight line are passed through a running average filter
(with ten point window size) for calculating the large-scale
fading (shadowing) effects caused by the tree, see Fig. 6.
As we move along the positive y-axis direction, we can
observe from Fig. 6 the change of state due to tree shadowing
i.e., LOS-shadowing-LOS. Table I shows the MIMO shadowing (large scale fading) correlation matrix, Rl , calculated using
the mentioned filtered FDTD series at 2 GHz. In Table I, R/R
refers to the co-polar signal from a RHCP transmit antenna to
a RHCP receive antenna, R/L refers to the cross-polar signal
from a RHCP transmit antenna to a LHCP receive antenna,
and so on.
Note that the FDTD results presented in this section are
only applicable when the tree is in leaf. There exist many
very different tree configurations and the shadowing crosscorrelation may vary dramatically from tree to tree. This is an
issue which requires further investigation, to be carried out at
a later time, the main aim of this paper being the description
of the physical-statistical model discussed next and how such
model can be parameterized.
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Fig. 4. Scattering patterns of the co- and cross-polar components of the
LHCP signal at 2 GHz.

Fig. 2. FDTD computation zones and boundary conditions. Cell size of 1
cm and total cells of 56461383 are used.
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Fig. 5. Time series of the co- and cross-polar components of the RHCP and
LHCP signal at 2 GHz.

Fig. 3. Scattering patterns of the co- and cross-polar components of the
RHCP signal at 2 GHz.
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III. P HYSICAL - STATISTICAL , GENERATIVE ROADSIDE
LMS DUAL POLARIZED MIMO CHANNEL MODEL

TREE

Here a family of physical-statistical, generative models for
LMS roadside tree environments is presented, starting with the
SISO model and going on to present the SIMO and, finally
the MIMO models.
Physical-statistical models are deemed more accurate than
purely statistical ones as they take into account the geometry
of the link(s), while they rely on physical (electromagneticbased) methods for calculating the needed model parameters.
The underlying assumption made in this family of models is
that the received signal is composed of the direct component
which may be subjected to shadowing and accompanied by
so-called coherent component fluctuations, and the multipath
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Fig. 6. Shadowing time series of the co- and cross-polar components of the
RHCP and LHCP signal at 2 GHz.
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component due to diffuse scattering, i.e., a Ricean channel.
Thus we implement a statistical random number generator
fitting a Rice distribution whose parameters are changing
as the terminal travels through a propagation environment
described in terms of simple, canonical volumetric forms
representing trees. Also time variations are taken into account,
as mentioned earlier, especially for stationary terminals.
The two Rice distribution parameters (direct signal amplitude and multipath power) are calculated using MST: the
direct signal is affected by the specific attenuation of the tree
canopy provided by MST once the geometrical path through
the canopy is worked out for the different terminal route
positions. The second component, the multipath power, is also
parameterized by means of MST which provides the average
coherent and incoherent scattered powers, these are mapped
to the relevant Rice distribution parameter, also taking into
account the possible paths through and off the tree canopies
on both sides of the street.
At least two alternatives are possible for generating locally
Ricean time series: one is using a point-scatterer approach
(used in the current SISO and SIMO implementations) and
the other is by filtering complex random Gaussian series. The
latter option has been selected for implementing the MIMO
channel.
A. LMS SISO channel model
A SISO model/simulator was reported by the authors in [3]
and [4]. The model uses MST as described in [10]–[13]
with modifications to account for slant paths and circular
polarization. In the model, the tree canopy is modeled as
a vertically oriented cylindrical volume, V , in a rectangular
coordinate system defined by the orthonormal vectors, x, y
and z. The canopy volume contains randomly distributed and
oriented leaves and branches. Leaves are modeled as thin lossy
dielectric disks, branches as finite lossy dielectric cylinders and
the trunk as a finite lossy dielectric cylinder, see Fig. 7.
The SISO model generates the position-dependent signal
fading by calculating the total coherent (the sum of coherently scattered and free-space field) and incoherent tree
scattered fields. The phase variations in the scattered signal
are accounted for using a point-scatterer approach, where the
contribution from each tree is assumed to originate from a
point in the center of the canopy from which the distance
dependent phase variations for the various route sampling
points are calculated.
In addition, the signal fading due to wind swaying is
accounted for by modeling the tree components as masses
attached to springs. The position-dependent fading and the
signal fading due to tree swaying are then combined to give
the overall signal fading caused by vegetation. The model is
applicable for different polarizations and elevation angles, and
was validated in terms of first and second order statistics using
measurements at 2 GHz, see [3] and [4] for more details.
B. SIMO receiver space diversity
The previously described SISO channel model can easily
be extended to the SIMO/space diversity case. The model is

Fig. 7. Tree model for the LMS channel with randomly distributed and
oriented leaves and branches. x, y and z are the orthonormal vectors of
rectangular coordinate system.

again based on the physical-statistical tree model (see Fig. 7)
reported in [3] and [4] and MST. The considered propagation
scenario is shown in Fig. 8: two antennas with the same
polarization separated by a given distance are receiving tree
attenuated and scattered co-polar signals from each side of the
road. The fades at each antenna element, htotal (t), are generated
by taking into account the tree scattered fields from each side
of the road as well as the LOS field, given by
hside1 (t) =

S1 X
N
X

Adiff1,mn (t)

m=1 n=1

exp {j (φmn + kdmn (t))}
dmn (t)

exp {j (φm + kdm (t))}
dm (t)
exp {j (φm + kdm (t))}
+ ALOS,m (t)
dm (t)
+ Acoh1,m (t)

(1)
hside2 (t) =

S2 X
N
X

exp {j (φwn + kdwn (t))}
dwn (t)
w=1 n=1
(2)
htotal (t) = hside1 (t) + hside2 (t)
(3)
Adiff2,mn (t)

where S1 and S2 are the number of trees on each side of the
road, N is the total number of scatterers in a single tree and k
is the wavenumber. Note here how the overall scattered signal
from one single tree has now been split into N components,
provided that the link budget of the scattered power and the
MST constraints are preserved. This shows a possible way
toward a wideband model. Parameters Adiff1 (t) and Adiff2 (t)
are the amplitudes of the incoherent scattered components
from side one (satellite side) and side two (opposite side) of
the road, respectively. Parameters Acoh1 (t) and ALOS (t) are the
amplitudes of the coherent scattered field (side one) and the
LOS field, respectively. The coherent and incoherent scattered
fields can be estimated from the physical-statistical tree model
reported in [3] and [4]. Parameters φ and d(t) are the initial
phase and path length of each signal component, respectively.
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Fig. 8. Roadside tree LMS, SIMO/space diversity propagation scenario:
two antennas with the same polarization separated by a given distance are
receiving the tree attenuated and scattered co-polar signal from both sides of
the road.

C. LMS dual polarized MIMO channel model
The SISO channel model discussed in Section III-A can be
extended to the MIMO case by taking into account the correlation between the co- and cross-polar channels. Table I gives
the MIMO correlation matrix for the large scale fading obtained using FDTD. The correlation matrix for the small scale
fading (multipath), Rs , can be found by assuming independent
multipath fading on the MIMO channels as reported in [1] and
[17]. As previously indicated, the underlying assumption is a
set of locally Ricean processes whose parameters are slowlyvariant along the traveled route. The slow fading correlation
properties are then imposed on the direct signal component of
the Rice process and the fast variation correlation properties
are imposed on the multipath component.

0.5
1
1.5
Relative antenna separation

2

Fig. 9. Small scale fading (absolute values) correlation coefficient versus antenna separation distance (for two co-polar RHCP antennas) for the simulated
roadside tree LMS SIMO/space diversity (solid line) channel. Also shown is
the theoretical curve of the square of the zero-th order Bessel function of the
first kind (dashed line).

5
Relative received signal power (dB)

The coherent and incoherent scattered fields as well as the
LOS field are received from one side of the road, see (1), while
only the incoherent scattered fields are received from the other
side of the road, see (2). These are combined to produce the
signal received at each antenna position, see (3) and Fig. 8.
The resulting simulated correlation coefficient versus antenna separation distance for the small scale fading (absolute
values) is shown in Fig. 9 (for two co-polar RHCP antennas).
As expected, we can observe that the correlation coefficient
decreases with increasing antenna separation distance. The
resulting simulated correlation coefficient was also fitted to
the square of the zero order Bessel function of the first kind,
(J0 (2πd/λ))2 where d is the relative separation distance and
λ is the wavelength, see the dashed line in Fig. 9. It can be
seen that the fit between the two curves is quite good. Thus, a
model based on the zero-th order Bessel function of the first
kind could be used to model the correlation coefficient of the
small scale fading in roadside tree LMS SIMO/space diversity
channel. Fig. 10 shows examples of simulated received signal
time series on the two antennas (RHCP co-polar antennas) for
a separation distance of one wavelength. It can be seen that the
time series have similar large scale fading characteristics but
relatively decorrelated small scale fading due to the separation
distance between the two antennas.
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Fig. 10. LMS SIMO receiver space diversity links at antenna separation
distance of one wavelength (for two co-polar RHCP antennas).

The proposed model for the roadside tree LMS dual polarized MIMO channel is presented in Fig. 11. In the model,
the correlated processes which are the inputs to the shadowing
filter (see Fig. 11) are given by
l(t) = Cl nl (t)

(4)

where l(t) = [l1 (t) . . . l4 (t)]T are partially correlated processes. nl (t) = [nl1 (t) . . . nl4 (t)]T are independent realvalued white Gaussian processes with zero mean and unit
variance. Cl is the Cholesky decomposition of Rl .
The complex white Gaussian processes, nsi (t), (for i =
1 . . . 4) are filtered (according to [18]) for Doppler spectrum
shaping (Hdi (z) is the Doppler filter), see Fig. 11. The resulting time series are then multiplied by the standard deviation of
the non-coherent component of each channel, σi (t) (estimated
by means of MST [3] and [4]), to produce the small scale
fading. Similarly, the partially correlated processes, li (t), are
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Fig. 11. LMS dual polarized MIMO channel simulator for roadside trees. nsi (t) and nli (t) (for i = 1 . . . 4) are independent complex and real-valued white
Gaussian processes with zero mean and unit variance, respectively. Hdi (z) is the Doppler filter. Cl is the Cholesky factorization of Rl . li (t) are partially
correlated processes. σi (t) and qi (t) are the standard deviation of the incoherent and the mean total coherent (which is the sum of coherently scattered and
free-space field) component, respectively. σli (t) is the standard deviation of the total coherent component. ri (t) and ai (t) are the small and large scale fading,
respectively. vi (t) is the fading due to swaying vegetation. φi is the signal phase corresponding to the traveled distance. exp(jφi ) is the Doppler shift of the
direct signal component. hi (t) is a correlated complex signal envelope of the LMS dual polarized MIMO channel.

low-pass filtered by a shadowing filter with transfer function
given by [19]
√
1 − b2
(5)
Hs (z) =
1 − bz −1

with



dst
b = exp −
Lcorr



(6)

where dst is the sampling distance and Lcorr is the correlation
distance. Note that shadowing is only applied to the coherent
part [19]. Hs (z) can slightly differ between the co- and crosspolar shadowing channels [1]. Thus, the filtering step can
modify the correlation coefficient between two channels. To
deal with this effect, Rl can be weighted by a correction
coefficient prior to taking its Cholesky factorization [17]. The
correction coefficient is given by [17]
Ccorrect = p

1 − bco ccross
p
1 − b2co 1 − c2cross

(7)

where bco and ccross are the filter coefficients for the coand cross-polar channels as defined in (6). The outputs of
the shadowing filter are first weighted by the total coherent
component parameter, σli (t), and then added to the attenuated direct signal, qi (t) (which are estimated using MST [3]
and [4]). The time series are then converted to linear scale (i.e.,
to lognormal distributed time series) to obtain the large scale
fading. The small and large scale fading processes of each

channel are summed and weighted by vi (t) (estimated from
the physical-statistical tree model reported in [3] and [4]) to
account for the signal fading caused by wind swaying. Finally,
the Doppler shift of the direct signal component is accounted
for by multiplying each channel by exp(jφi ), where φi is the
phase corresponding to the traveled distance. The outputs of
the simulator are partially correlated complex signal envelopes
of the dual polarized 2x2 MIMO channel which incorporate
the total fading caused by vegetation. Note that the model is
also applicable in the nomadic case by assuming that wind
swaying is the main cause of signal fading.
Fig. 12 shows examples of simulated partially correlated
roadside tree LMS dual polarized MIMO channel time series.
The system parameters used in the simulations are given
in Table II. Sizes, densities and dielectric constants of tree
components reported in [13, Table I] were used. The periodic fading in the time series of the co-polar components
indicate the presence of trees along the road. As expected,
the simulated cross-polar levels are lower than the co-polar
components.
IV. P ERFORMANCE EVALUATION
A. Channel capacity
For a narrowband MIMO system with Nt transmit and Mr
receiver antennas, the receive signal is expressed as
r = Ha + n

(8)
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Fig. 12. Simulated partially correlated 2 × 2 dual polarized MIMO channel
time series. Simulation parameters are given in Table II.
TABLE II
S YSTEM SIMULATION PARAMETERS
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0
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Fig. 13.
CDFs of the LMS channel capacities along the roadside tree
scenario simulated both for SISO and dual polarized MIMO cases. The system
simulation parameters are given in Table II. A signal-to-noise ratio of 20 dB
is used.

Type

Parameter

Value

System

Frequency
Elevation angle
Azimuth angle
Speed of the mobile terminal
Signal-to-noise ratio

2 GHz
30o
60o
10 m/s
20 dB

Canopy height
Trunk height
Canopy radius
Trunk radius
Number of trees in each side of the road
Spacing between tree trunks
Number of scatterers in a tree
Width of the road

10 m
10 m
5m
0.4 m
4
11 m
100
10 m

Diversity improves link availability. The amount of diversity
gain/improvement obtained depends on the degree of correlation between the various parallel links which, in turn, depends
on the propagation environment. For the dual polarized MIMO
case, the instantaneous signal-to-noise ratio at the output of the
maximum-ratio-combiner (MRC) is given by [21]–[23]

Mean wind speed

2 m/s

γ = γλmax

Tree

Wind

where a is the transmitted signal, n is the noise and H is the
Mr × Nt channel matrix with Hij being the channel response
between the jth transmit antenna and the ith receive antenna.
The capacity is given by [20]

 
 
γ
b/s/Hz
(9)
HHH
C = log2 det IMr +
Nt
where IMr is the identity matrix of size Mr , γ is the average
signal-to-noise ratio, HH is the complex transpose of the
MIMO channel matrix, H, and det(·) denotes the matrix
determinant. For the SISO case, the capacity is given by [20]


2
b/s/Hz
(10)
C = log2 1 + γ |h|
where h is the normalized complex channel gain relative to
the LOS.
Fig. 13 presents the cumulative distribution functions
(CDFs) of the LMS channel capacities for the dual polarized MIMO and SISO cases calculated using (9) and (10),
respectively. The channel time series are generated using the
simulator shown in Fig. 11 using the parameters listed in

Table II. As expected, we can observe the increase in capacity
achieved with MIMO compared to the SISO case.

B. Link diversity

(11)

where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of HHH for Nt ≥ Mr
(or HH H for Nt ≤ Mr ). For SIMO case


2
2
(12)
γ = γ |h1 | + |h2 |
where h1 and h2 are the complex envelopes of the SIMO
channel.
Fig. 14 presents the CDFs of the received signal for the
LMS roadside tree scenario for SISO, SIMO/space diversity
(for two co-polar RHCP antennas, one wavelength apart) and
dual polarized MIMO diversity with MRC. We can observe
the significant diversity gain achieved with dual polarized
MIMO and SIMO/space diversity compared to the SISO case.
It can also be seen that the best performance is achieved with
dual polarized MIMO diversity. This is because, firstly, the
cross-polar components are not lost and contribute to increase
the sum of signal-to-noise ratios at the output of the MRC.
Secondly, we can observe from Fig. 12 that the cross-polar
components are especially useful when the link is shadowed
by the roadside trees. At these positions, the levels of the
co- and cross-polar components are comparable (see Fig. 12)
which results in significant diversity gains.

Pr(Received signal relative to LOS < abcissa)

8

comparisons between MST and FDTD results.
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V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper we studied the LMS dual polarized MIMO
channel along roadside tree areas. A novel physical-statistical,
generative tree model based on multiple scattering theory
was proposed for calculating the attenuation and scattering
effects. FDTD electromagnetic computations were performed
to characterize the tree scattering pattern and to calculate
the shadowing cross-correlation matrix of the dual polarized
MIMO channel. Generally, the use of FDTD has advantages in
obtaining an accurate solution of electromagnetic interaction
with arbitrary objects, however, it also has limitations in
terms of the size of the computation volume relative to the
wavelength, which is directly related to the required simulation
time. This means that performing FDTD simulations over large
computation areas/volumes may not be feasible, even using
parallel computing.
In addition, a channel model/simulator for the SIMO receiver space diversity was also presented using the physicalstatistical tree model, thus extending the SISO model in [3]
and [4]. The physical-statistical approaches discussed are more
effective for simulating large scenarios compared to complex
physical models, and more accurate than merely empirical or
statistical models.
In addition, performance analyses of the LMS SISO, dual
polarized MIMO and SIMO/space diversity configurations
were carried out. Compared to the SISO case, significant
increases in performance were observed for the dual polarized
MIMO and SIMO/space diversity cases. The results obtained
can be used to evaluate the technical feasibility of LMS
systems in roadside tree scenarios. They also give an insight
into the kinds of system performance analyses which could be
carried out using the models developed in this paper.
In general, the proposed channel models can be used to
carry out different system-level analyses such as capacity, biterror-rate, etc. Future work includes validating the developed
LMS dual polarized MIMO and SIMO/space diversity channel
models using measurements, as well as carrying out further
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